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ABSTRACT: Today, digitalization is one of the most serious transformational processes, which affects all
spheres of life and carries risks that are difficult to assess because of their complexity. National security in
the era of digitalization includes the cybersecurity issues that are rapidly developing. The new conditions of
the digital economy and the new threats in the digital sphere require proactive measures to counter them. In
this regard, the authors highlight the basic digitalization threats to national security and give
recommendations on how to address them. The major challenge of the study is the lack of methods for the
econometric assessment of the cybersecurity efficiency, which leads to an unclear situation in the field of
national security efficiency estimation, therefore, the development of new approaches in this field is difficult.
The major contribution of the article is the formulation of the concept of national and regional security in the
digital space, proposals for ensuring it via the example of Russia and the EAEU, the empirical development
of the system of filters for countering terrorism and the formulation of the economic vicious circle of
cybercrime.
Keywords: Digitalization, national security, threats, society, cybercrime, EAEU.
Abbreviations: EAEU, the Eurasian economic Union; UN, the United Nations; US, the United States.
I. INTRODUCTION
The digitalization issue and its relationship to national
security has been raised for a long time. Digitalization
as a process creates significant risks for maintaining the
current position in the national security system focused
on physical threats. Most state security systems are
based on risk prevention, on an attempt to predict it, to
maximally localize the consequences if the problem
cannot be eliminated.
A digital society is characterized by completely different
approaches to the formation of threats: digital risks are
intangible, it is possible to localize their consequences
only in real time upon the occurrence of an event, and
also it is practically impossible to create a system of
such risks prevention, only protection, which will provide
enough time for a response [1]. Thus, the system of
digital threats and digital security require the
development of new approaches aimed at preventing
chaotic threats and creating sufficiently powerful
protection to deter them until the moment of reaction.
These characteristic features determine not only the
main differences between digital and material threats,
but also indicate the imperfection of the modern system
of fighting digital threats in the world as a whole. These
problems determine the goals set in this article: to prove
the reality and an increase in speed of the
transformation of the society into a digital society,
develop ways to counter digital threats, and assess
main economic and political consequences of the
inconsistency with modern realities. A study of the
digitalization process suggests that its development is
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accelerating [2]; therefore, the fastest and most
coordinated solution to the problems associated with
digital threats is necessary at the global and national
levels and is extremely relevant.
The issue of digitalization and the potential risks it
carries has been actively discussed in recent years. The
authors have studied numerous assessments of
digitalization in business and its risks [3–6]. [7,8]
highlighted the issue of cooperation in the digital field in
order to overcome the risks of the modern world. These
works contributed to the understanding of digitalization
as an overwhelming process in our lives; in this study,
the authors follow the same approach and include
international cooperation in overcoming the risks
associated with digitalization.
Mau [9] developed the idea of new integration
processes and pinpointed the domination of national
interests over global, putting forward the problem of
Russian politics in a new era. [9] interconnected the
global nature of digitalization and the national nature of
its regulation. At the same time, previous studies did not
focus on the consequences of digitalization for society,
which are in focus of this study.
Due to the fact that Russia is a significant player in
world trade, as well as the fact that digitalization has a
significant impact on trade [10], the authors of this paper
focus on the development of digitalization risks
counteracting system in the EAEU and Russia. Study in
this area is based on works revealing key specific points
of the process in the EAEU [11] and identifying key
features of the process in Russia [12].
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[27, 28] focused on Russia's main goals in this new
field.
This article puts forward an econometric model and
develops an interconnected system of cybercrime
consequences – the economic vicious circle of
cybercrime.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The authors begin the study of digitalization and its risks
to national security with an understanding of what
digitalization is. Digitalization is the use of digital
technologies to change a business model and provide
new revenue and value-producing opportunities [13] or
the way in which many domains of the social life are
restructured around digital communication and media
infrastructures [14]. Thus, there is no single approach to
the term. Within the study, the authors consider
digitalization as an institutional transformation which is
closer to the second definition.
To achieve these goals, the authors use a statistical
analysis of data on the penetration of digital
technologies into people's daily lives. Based on the
analysis, the authors conduct a regression analysis (f (x)
~ t + const, since the dynamics trajectories of the
studied indicators are linear, and R2> 0.95), on the
basis of which they make a forecast until 2030 (the time
horizon is not taken randomly, the UN sustainable

development goals are for the same period). Having
proved the existence of a digital society, the authors
address its key risks, propose strategies for addressing
them in Russia and the EAEU, and then indicate the
economic and political consequences of inaction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Today, it is common to say that modern society is
characterized by a high degree of digitalization [5, 15].
This thesis is in some way outdated, since it reflects
only one side of the problem – that every day a person
uses certain new generation technologies. It should be
said a digital society, a digital person, because: a) all
information about a person and his / her life and activity
is stored on the Internet (from the purchase history to
passport, credit card, etc. data [16]; b) a person does
not only use the new generation technologies, he / she
transforms them and can transfer a significant part of his
/ her life to digital space today [17]; c) government and
business institutions also become digital, starting from
the receipt of through special government services, to
the fact that information about citizens and their
activities is also stored by government agencies in
digital form, often in cloud storage [18]. Thus, society
becomes fully digital. These trends are presented in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1. Main digital society indicators – number per 100 people; dotted lines on the right axis (created by the authors,
based on [19]).
As the forecast in Fig. 1 shows, by 2030, 80 out of 100
people in the world will use the Internet, and for one
person there will be two mobile telephone subscriptions.
In addition, the dynamics has a linear growth and has
no tendency to decline in any indicator except fixed
telephone subscriptions, since mobility is becoming
another extremely important feature of the digitalized
world. Further study of the data [19] shows that a
significant share of the growth of indicators is in
developing countries, which indicates their involvement
in the digitalization process. The speed of these
processes is very high, compared with the global GDP
growth, for example, the growth of Internet users in the
world is five times more. Control over economic risks is
complicated due to the speed of processes in the
modern economy and the significant involvement of the
population in these processes, so digitalization
processes are much faster than economic ones and
imply a much greater involvement of the population,
Gobareva et al.,

which gives a reason to think about how great the digital
society risks and threats are.
The main threats of the new social organization are [20,
21]:
1) Digital terrorism;
2) Crime in a virtual environment;
3) Psycho-emotional insecurity of a person, lack of
personal space in the digital environment;
4) Falsification of information;
5) The threat of national sovereignty in the digital space.
These five main threats cannot be considered without
an integrated approach, since the most significant of
them, digital terrorism, can often be provoked by a
desire to violate the sovereignty of the state (for
example, Russia is accused of this in the context of the
US presidential election) [22]. At the same time, the
existence of threats to the emotional and psychological
health of a person on the Internet, although today does
not represent such significant damage to both the
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economy and political independence of the country,
pose a significant problem in the future due to the
massive use of digital technologies.
Thus, in order to create a system of protection against
digital challenges, the state or the international
community needs to create some kind of universal tool
for filtering large amounts of information, which will cut
off the flows that carry threats, but will not hinder or slow
down the rest of the flow. This goal is obviously
idealized and impossible, as it will require extremely
large financial investments and political compromises
(the use of digital pressure tools has become one of the
most effective and inexpensive policy tools) [23, 24].
Therefore, the protection of the population, institutions
and sovereignty in this area should be provided by
individual states. Within this study, the authors propose
ways to reduce the risks of digitalization for Russia and
the EAEU [25].
With regard to the first risk, digital terrorism, it is
necessary to fully understand what digital terrorism is
and clearly distinguish it from the manifestation of
freedom of expression. Digital terrorism always carries a
threat; its consequences, both cybernetic and
cyberkinetic, harm the economy, threaten the life and
health of citizens, undermine law and public law
institutions, create a mental load for citizens through the
spread of panic and fear. At the same time, criticism of
the state or officials, as well as other manifestations of a
civil position that do not have the above features, are
not terrorist acts. Having figured out what digital
terrorism is, it is necessary to identify how to fight it.
The authors propose to introduce a filter system at the
state level, based on who can stand behind the terrorist
attack:
(1) Filter of mental or social health. Generally,
individuals with mental disabilities, or terrorists’
relatives, and children from dysfunctional families, are
prone to terrorism. Introducing this filter significantly
limits the range of constant monitoring of certain groups
of people who are highly likely to participate in digital
terrorism. In addition, it is possible to further limit the
circle of people by education, as digital terrorism
requires special skills.
(2) Filter of incoming traffic from abroad, especially from
conditionally unfriendly countries. This will also limit the
amount of constant monitoring and, consequently, the
economic costs of the functioning of the system.
(3) “Honey pots” system (filter of knowledge / skills for a
terrorist). This implies creating a number of targets for
attacks that will serve as baits or disseminate false
information, as for attacks by foreign structures
subordinated to the government.
(4) Creation on the basis of the EAEU and Shanghai
Cooperation Organization of situation or quick response
centers on digital terrorism, which will have the authority
to eliminate the threat or its source. This measure is
aimed at creating an information filter on a wider space,
which will allow the services of member countries to
have greater capabilities and resources in the fight
against digital terrorism. At the same time, these
structures will be more efficient in the fight against
digital terrorism, since they should include the
counterterrorism services of member states and
stimulate cooperation and information exchange
Gobareva et al.,

between them. As mentioned earlier, a digital society is
based on information and operations with it, therefore
counterterrorism services should have a volume of
information larger than a potential digital terrorist cell.
The second threat is the issue of personal security of
each individual [29]. Nevertheless, at the national level,
a competent and efficient service should be formed
within the law enforcement agencies, which would have
highly qualified specialists and could quickly respond to
citizens’ appeals (in particular, to appeals in the digital
space). At the national level, it is also necessary to
conduct information campaigns to fight against financial
crimes, and develop cooperation between financial
control authorities. This risk becomes a national threat
with the proliferation of digital institutions. The same
goes for the following two threats.
The third and fourth threats are also related to the
individual’s personal security, but they can significantly
undermine the foundations of society and cause serious
harm to the economy. Falsified information, in particular,
deteriorates the productivity of employees and
organizations, makes them spend resources on
verifying the received data. If the state needs to direct
efforts to protect a person in the digital environment
(ensure the child Internet safety, protect citizens’ data,
create a safe environment for the digital society), it
should introduce a voluntary content filtering system,
then the second is a question of transaction costs of
firms, and in the context of the formation of a digital
society the state should not interfere in the information
field.
The fifth threat is not obvious, but it arises from all the
previous ones; the greater the impact of previous
threats on the economy and politics of a country or a
union of countries, the greater the probability of
centrifugal trends. In fact, the society is being divided
according to interests; that is, there are conditions for a
new type of separatism – the separatism of digital
preferences. To avoid such phenomena, it is necessary
to turn to the creation of a unified national idea, which
will be promoted by both state and public organizations
in the digital environment. For Russia and the EAEU,
this idea is obvious; it is the Big Eurasian space, the
idea of integrating countries around the EAEU core, it is
a kind of “second circle” of integration, which is already
being formed today by signing agreements on free trade
zones [26].
Despite the fact that the digitalization risks’ problem for
the countries’ national security is global, the proposed
solutions are practically universal. Since the nature of
such a rapid growth of information flows with the
understanding of the inefficiency of such an array of
information is not obvious; modern measures to fight the
digitalization threats should be based on the economy.
The damage only from crimes in the digital environment
was estimated at $ 3 billion in 2015, by 2021 it will grow
to $ 6 billion [27]; this indicates the need to increase the
effectiveness of the fight against this threat. If we
consider other digitalization threats, the damage will
increase significantly. Moreover, its assessment does
not seem economically feasible, as there are a damage
multiplier and a vicious circle (Fig. 2).
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very important issue – the efficiency of the conducted
policies. The econometric analysis of measures taken to
prevent cybercrimes and the economic losses caused
by them, just as the development of methods for
estimating losses in this field is another important issue
for future research.
Conflict of Interest. No.
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Fig. 2. Economic vicious cycle of cybercrime (created
by the authors).
Thus, the lack of an adequate response to the
digitalization threats leads to an increase in economic
problems and destabilization of the political situation in
the country.
IV. CONCLUSION
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makes any process risk a significant threat to society. In
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